
Detected, Characterized, Automated. 
The endpoint sits at the center of the battleground between attackers and your business. 
As threats become increasingly more targeted and persistent, security teams need to be 
increasingly agile, accurate and efficient. 

CounterTack’s Knowledge Library is an advanced set of indicators and profiles that 
automate advanced threat analysis. Leveraging the power of CounterTack Sentinel’s 
revolutionary production monitoring and correlation technology, the Knowledge library 
enables real-time characterization of threats against which conventional signature-based, 
behavioral analysis and whitelisting solutions are blind. The result is an easy-to-use solution 
for enterprise-wide situational awareness 

A Revolutionary Approach to Endpoint Intelligence
The Knowledge Library consists of analysis profiles and stateful compromise indicators 
(SCIs) that correlate behavioral and technical characteristics of advanced threats to provide 
organizations with rich attack intelligence.  

Unlike signatures or whitelists, analysis profiles act as filters that capture suspicious 
operating system behavior and key events in real-time. Profiles can be assigned to 
endpoints based on type, role and use case.  Filtered collection data is flagged for further 
analysis by CounterTack’s automated intelligence engine, which applies the SCIs to the 
filtered data, characterizing sequences of events indicative of compromise and classifying 
both known and unknown threat behavior as it unfolds. 

Knowledge Library
Automated Threat Intelligence



CounterTack Sentinel’s flexible interface and export system allow operators to 
subscribe to real-time alerts that provide updates as threats escalate. Reusable 
templates allow users to tune the Knowledge Library to meet their specific 
intelligence needs. 

Fast, Accurate, Intelligent
 ▪ Tight integration allows the Knowledge Library to leverage CounterTack Sentinel’s 

total visibility into attacker interactions with endpoints — process behavior, memory 
access, file manipulation, registry modifications and network activity — over time and 
throughout the attack lifecycle.

 ▪ The Knowledge Library automates analysis of both known and unknown threats, 
identifying related crimeware families (e.g., Zeus, Sputnik, TDL4) and the functional 
characteristics of threats (e.g., trojan, downloader, bootkit, etc.).

 ▪ Critically, the Knowledge Library also characterizes techniques used by advanced 
threats to undermine endpoint integrity, such as disabling antivirus, modifying 
firewall policies and altering system configuration.

 ▪ By leveraging CounterTack Sentinel’s unique visibility into endpoint behavior, 
the Knowledge Library is not obstructed by evasion and obfuscation techniques, 
including encryption, polymorphism and metamorphism.

 ▪ Because CounterTack Sentinel tracks how attackers interact with endpoints rather 
than relying on signatures, the Knowledge Library does not require countless updates 
in order to remain effective. A single DarkCometRAT SCI, for example, covers more 
than 1.9 million malware samples across dozens of versions.

CounterTack’s Knowledge Library is a powerful enhancement to CounterTack 
Sentinel’s revolutionary endpoint protection platform that automates analysis 
and characterizes the results so operators of any skill level can effectively combat 
advanced threats before critical assets are compromised.
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